
COGNITIVE PERCEPTIONS A N D CINEMATIC MODELLING 

In Red Psalm Jancsó mixes realistic and unrealistic elements, and uses 
narrative and non-narrative elements side by side. J ancsó ' s use of 
folk rituals add a strong sense of visuals into the overall narrative, 
because the emphasis lies on physicality of the different forces in-
side the images. Jancsó processes the different formations of the per-
formers with the emphasis on movements and gestures, and when 
the individual performers move, everything is always in relation to 
some of the groups. Also details mean a lot, because through the use 
of his moving camera Jancsó could focus on tiny, and of ten unex-
pected details that will follow. 

Jancsó's direction is built on stylised manoeuvres that stretch realism 
of the scenes. The films are symbolical fantasies enriched by phenom-
enological realism. The poetic abstractions are included in the nar-
rative by the physicality of the performers, and vividly photographed 
landscapes. Atmospheric and changing expressions vibrate with life, 
and creating dissonances, and human ambiguity around them. The 
sensual photography produces painterly images with dramatic coun-
terpoints. Meanings of the narrative are changing and fluid. Red Psalm 
has visual materialism, which requires an auteurial vision to elaborate 

COGNITIVE FUNCTION AND PERSPECTIVE 

The cognitive skills of humans have not been developed in opposition 
to their emotions and their bodies; on the contrary, they have been 
developed to carry out the preferences of the body-mind totality. 
The evolution of cognitive skills has pragmatic origins: it is easier to 
obtain food and avoid danger if we have precise cognitive maps of the 
world than it is if the world is just an eternal deconstructed flux. The 
emotional ties among humans have developed because such affective 
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(emotional) bonding has had a positive ecological value.253 The cog-
nitive processes, which Freud and others call 'secondary' processes, 
are, from the point of view of evolution, the primary ones, which we 
share with the rest of the animal kingdom because we want to per-
ceive and represent the world in such a way that by actions we can 
implement our body-brain preferences in an optimal way.254 

This sense of a 'body-mind totality' is crucial to Grodal's cognitive 
approach, and places it in opposition not only to psychoanalysis but 
also to behaviourist psychology.'53 Behaviourist psychology discounts 
the importance or sometimes even the existence of mental processes, 
and aims to explain even apparently highly conscious and complex 
human behaviour and its associated emotional components in terms 
of physiologically based reaction to stimuli.256 To sum up this psy-
chology in a brief, caricature way, all human life can be understood 
as an extension of the dog that has learned to salivate when a bell is 
rung, because it associates the ringing of the bell with the provision 
of food. 

Cognitive science judges this approach to be inadequate to the phe-
nomena it seeks to explain, and contends that in order ' to under-
stand language, visual phenomena, or behaviour', it is necessary to 
understand the mechanisms and structures by which these activities 
are processed by the human mind-brain, and for Grodal, ' the hu-
man mind-brain ' includes the perceptual system - the senses of sight, 
hearing, smell, taste, touch - by which we receive stimuli and data 
from the external world and f rom our own bodies.257 

Cognitive science, however, takes a constructive and functionalist ap-
proach. It concurs with post-structuralism and deconstruction in ac-
knowledging that meanings are constructed and are not metaphysical 
essences that can be grasp through intuition or through a particular 
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interpretative procedure; but sees such constructions as the product 
of social negotiations between human beings with brains and bodies 
who are trying to function effectively in a world of which they are a 
part - trying to know, to gain accurate cognition of, the world and 
themselves. The fact that they may no gain accurate cognition - that 
their interpretations of the meanings o the world and ot themselves 
may be wrong - does not entail that cognition is arbitrary, oppressive 
or impossible; rather, the possibility of error entails the possibility of 
accuracy. I f i t is possible to get the meaning wrong, it is also possible 
to come to know that it is wrong and to find ways in which a correct 
meaning might be found. 

Mental models are pretty permanent , and it is visual fiction, such as 
film, that makes them especially visible, because audiovisual media 
are the most sophisticated yet invented by man for simulating and 
manipulating the many different aspects of the ways in which we per-
ceive, feel, think, act, memorize, associate, and socialize.258 

The idea of simulation is important in Grodal's cognitive film theory. 
Film can simulate reality, and in order to do so it employs ' the same 
cognitive and affective mechanisms that we use in our real-life expe-
riences and in our mental representations of them. Higher mental 
life relies on the ability to execute hypothetical, fictitious imagina-
tions.259 Grodal takes the view that the human mind cannot access 
the world directly; it operates, rather, by making evaluations, based 
on knowledge, understanding and emotion, oi the degree of reality 
- or, as Grodal terms it, the 'reality-status' - of a particular configura-
tion of images. We are constantly making judgments as to whether 
an apparent phenomenon is reality fantasy, or dream, fact or fiction, 
credible or unbelievable. 
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Such evaluations are complex acts involving a range of procedures, 
and in visual and other fiction they can be rendered uncertain by a 
variety of techniques. Dream sequences or flashbacks in a film may be 
fairly clearly signaled as such - for instance, by switching into black-
and-white and/or slow motion and/or silence - but they may also be 
presented without obvious signposting and initially cause disorienta-
tion in the viewer. The creation of uncertainty about the 'reality-sta-
tus' of a set of film images contributes to a film's aesthetic effect. 

A film works by activating a range of psychosomatic dimensions in 
which mind and body work together - perception, cognition, memo-
ry, emotion, and what Grodal calls 'enaction', the carrying out of acts 
in response to situations and stimuli. In watching a film, one can-
not enter the screen world to participate in its action, and one does 
not usually carry out, in the off-screen world, the acts suggested by 
one's response to the situations and stimuli that the screen presents 
- though exceptions can occur. Nonetheless, one's mind and body 
may prepare for and/or imagine such acts, as when one tenses one 's 
muscles, for fight or flight, in response to a situation represented on 
the screen that, if it occurred in real life, could demand the enaction 
of such responses. A film also activates two different mental proc-
esses: the associative, in which one phenomenon is linked to another 
by some likeness; and the sequential, in which one phenomenon fol-
lows another. 

Their linear form is not due to abstract logic, but to 'real-world con-
straints on the sequencing of events and the downstream" relations 
between motives, cognitions, and acts.260 If this flow is disrupted, for 
example by the activation of associative mental forms or by repre-
senting a consequence before a cause, different aesthetic effects and 
different emotional tones will be produced. Given that the conscious 
capacity of human beings is limited, any audiovisual experience will 
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comprise a mental hierarchy in which some phenomena - of ten those 
that arouse a strong desire for an enactive response, a desire to do 
something - will be the focus of attention. Other phenomena will 
not disappear, but will form 'a non-conscious associative network 
enriching the experience', or a macro-frame, a set of propositions 
determining the nature of the focus to which one is attending.261 

The experience may involve what Grodal terms proximal, 'subjective' 
experience, and distal, 'objective' experience. In proximal experi-
ence, phenomena 'are experienced as located in the body-mind' and 
may be described in terms such as 'causes pleasure to mouth, skin, 
causes pain to mouth, skin, causes inner feelings, releases cognitive 
and hormonal response'. In distal experience, phenomena 'are ex-
perienced as located in the exterior world' and may be described in 
terms such as 'a given item is sweet, soft, sharp, appealing, green'.262 

Grodal sees subjective experience in film as linked, not to a freer play 
of the mind and feelings, but, paradoxically, to a greater constraint 
on voluntary acts. 'Subjective camera' entails strict limitations on the 
placing of the camera, since the camera has to be positioned where 
the eyes of the protagonist, in any given scene, are supposed to be. 
It can be seen that Grodal offers a formidable and comprehensive 
theory that marshals a range of terms and concepts rather different 
f rom those of psychoanalytic film theory and that, in its emphasis on 
'innate brain circuitry', sets itself against the post-structuralist em-
phasis on the endlessly mobile, always reconstructible subject.263 

CINEMATIC COMPREHENSION 

David Bordwell has described the way in which the viewer uses the 
film as a series of cues to construct the narrative, whereas stylistic in-
formation tends to be thrown away and may be difficult to retrieve.264 

On the other hand, humans have an almost unlimited capacity for 
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